


Empowering homeowners to create
liveable spaces from the comfort of their

homes. Providing professional interior
design services at their fingertips with

the use of technology and virtual
communication while having confidence

in the design process.





It's simple.
It's easy.
It's design.

The online interior design fixed price is
one element why we are game changers
in the virutal design industry. Along side
professional design direction,
documentation and the delivery of the
design "BOX" filled with the proposed
materials and finishes for your project.

WE ARE GAME CHANGERS.

We start your design relationship with a
detailed client intake where we listen and
gather as much information as possible to
understand you, the client, your wishes
and how you use or intend to use the
space. We understand the simple
principles of having the ability to touch
and feel materials in your own home
which will help you gain confidence and
clarification of the design process.

CONFIDENCE + CLARIFICATION IN
THE DESIGN PROCESS.



We believe that successful design is the result of
a well thought out approach. Most online design
services select materials from websites and the

homeowners review materials and finishing
samples over PDF sample boards. How are you
to make an educated decision from a picture, as
this usually doesn't give the material justice. Our

online design philosophy is a game changer in the
virtual design world as we understand the simple

principles of having the ability to touch and feel
materials in the comfort of your own home. A

design “BOX” will show up at on your door step
complete with printed design documents, floor

plans and those  finishing samples we all love to
touch, feel and hold onto. 







Selection of finishes, equipment and fixtures will
assist in developing the unique space for you
and your family. We carefully select all these

elements to give you a cohesive design. 

SELECTION



Your design team creates the important and required
working drawings for demolition, construction and

reflected ceiling plans accompanied by finishing schedules
for all elements, no matter the size of your project.

DOCUMENTATION



Can't see it yet? Working with 3D modeling software
brings your vision to life, and gives you the confidence in
visualizing your dream space. The Jamie Banfield Design

team hosts communication via telephone, email, and video
conferencing we can can communicate to you in real time.

3D VISUALIZATION





Our philosophy is rooted in communication + collaboration. While hosting
communication via telephone, email and video conferencing we are able to

communicate in real-time allowing us to review those design details, finishing
samples and show you how the textures and finishes work together from the

comfort of your living room. Our design team not only listens and asks
questions, but diligently gathers meeting minutes that are shared with all

parties. Communication + collaboration is key to a successful project.

COMMUNICATION
AND

COLLABORATION



"Our design experience was fun,
enjoyable and made stress free by
the team at Jamie Banfield Design!
Our design was completely
personalized, the design team
found materials, and finishes 
that reflected our tastes 
as well as lifestyle; 
making the 
house, our 
home".



"We enjoyed the entire proces and 
appreciated how they listened to
and implemented our style ideas
for a modern-Nordic feel,
responded promptly to 
our emails, communicated 
their ideas clearly, and 
were patient with our
indecisiveness for 
certain decisions."



"They have nailed the floor plan
configurations, overall design, and

have given us a game plan to
reference every step of the way.

The design package was perfectly
executed for construction

readiness to ensure
 our dream could

 be executed."
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